
newed interest in using the Light
Armored Vehicle chassis to carry
a 105mm gun as part of a pro-
posed Armored Gun System.
The Marines’ eight-wheeled,

amphibious Light Armored Vehi-
cle is based on the Swiss rm
MOWAG’s design of a vehicle
called the Piranha. The Light Ar-

launched, optically tracked,
wire—guided (TOW) missile
launcher, a logistics carrier and
a mortar carrier that carries an
81mm mortar. A 120mm mortar
for the ammo vehicle is also un—

der development.
The Air Force, meanwhile,

purchase 1:33 of a version of a
Light Armnrcd Vehicle to survey
bomb-damaged runways and re-
cover unexploded ordnance.
“This has been a very success-

ful program for us and, we be-
lieve, for the Marine Corps,"
says William Kienapple, director
of defense operations for the

~i_.,c. 4,“-.w. .mu
tors, Ontario, Canada.
Whether the Light Armored

Vehicle program will grow to in-
clude new variants remains un-
clear. Marine ofcials must con—
vince the Pentagon not only that
the vehicles are needed, but that
the armored carriers are
affordable.

challenge," says one Marine of-
cial in Washington.
For now, Marine ofcials are

planning to buy an assault gun
variant of the Light Armored Ve-
hicle in 1991, and an air defense
derivative in 1994.
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Army, Marine CorpsMerge Requirements forArmored Gun System
WASHINGTON — For the second

time in six years, the U.S. Army and
Marine Corps are teaming up to ac-
quire an armored vehicle that is both
highly mobile and capable of destroy-
ing enemy tanks. This time, however,
the initiative has come from the ser-
vices, rather than from Congress,
which soon will be asked to pay the bill.
The agreement, which still has not

been formalized, revives a relationship

arranged by Congress in 1981 and
strained from the start by conicting
objectives and requirements. The fu-
ture of the light tank has been more or
less in limbo since the two partners
separated three years ago.
According to the new arrangement,

details of which are to be part of a
memorandum of understanding (MoU)
now being drafted, the Army will turn
over the lead management role in the

program to the Marines.
“The Marine Corps offered to be the

lead on this and we accepted that,"
says Lt. Col. John Hamilton, the action
officer on the new program in the
Army’s Research, Development and Ac-
quisition ofce.
Largely responsible for the voluntary

reunion was an agreement by the Ma-
rine Corps to drop its demand for a
tank light enough to be transportable

Among contenders in the U.S. Army and Marines light tank competition
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is the TOM-20 armored gun system, a prototype of which has been desigied by Teledyne Continental Motors ofMuskegon, Mich. Its novel
overhead automatic loading system reduces the chance that ammunition will explode when the turret is red on. According to ofcials, the
German Rheinmetal soft-recoil l05mm gun used in the prototype can be mounted on the armored amphibious assualt vehicle.

by helicopter. With that requirement out of the
way, both services agreed to seek the heavier
105mm gun that the Army has wanted all along,
according to Col. Robert Larkin, who heads the
Ground Combat Requirements Section of the
Marine Corps‘ Operations Division.
The Marines, however, plan to buy only the

gun and turret of the tank, for which several pro- '

totypes already have been developed. They will
then mount the components on different chassis,
possibly using vehicles already in their
inventory.
The light tank program has several ancestors

in a history marred by uncertain priorities, (lis-
agreements between the services and erratic
funding from Congress. The Army has been try-
ing to acquire a tank light enough to t into a C-
130 Hercules Transport, the Air Force's smallest
transport plane, yet possessing the lethality nor-
mally found only in heavier armored vehicles.
The Marines, meanwhile, have been seeking a

light assault vehicle that can re at mechanized
enemy units from the water, enabling amphibi-
ous forces to make their way to hostile coasts.
The Marine Corps initially dubbed their program
the Mobile Protected Weapon System. When the
two programs merged, the vehicle was renamed
the Mobile Protected Gun System.

It soon became clear, however, that the two
services were pursuing conicting aims. The Ma-
rines had the helicopter requirement, which
would have restricted the tank's weight to about
15 tons. The Army wanted a tank that could hold
the repower of a 105mm gun. Also in dispute
was the Marine Corps' demand for a tank that
could swim. The Army had little interest in that
capability and called instead for a vehicle that
could be dropped out of the back of a C-130 in a

process known as the low-altitude parachute ex-

traction system. The effort soon fell apart.
By this time, however, a new development

'

the Army had revived enthusiasm for the noti
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Services Renew Armored Gun System Effort
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of a light tank. Beginning in

1984, the Army was reorganized

to include light divisions that
were smaller and more mobile

than ordinary mechanized
forces. Gen. John Wickham, the
former Army chief of staff who
was a strong proponent of light
divisions, was especially eager to

see them equipped with the re-

power of the tank-killing 105mm

gun.
Wickham tried to revive the

program, now renamed the ar-

mored gun system (AGS), and

assigned it to the same Army
task force that was planning the

Armored Family of Vehicles, an

array of next-generation weap-

ons. Ultimately, however, the

program fell vicm to the Army’s

own budget knife, as part of the
service's effort to ward off
across-the-board cuts in the
1987 budget under the decit-

reduction law.
Intent on acquiring the long-

sought tank as soon as possible,

Wickham decided last February

to remove the progam from the

long-term planning function of
the AFV task force and pursue a

strateg for obtaining the vehicle

for use in the eld by the early

19905.
Wickham's successor, Gen.

LL - Ln“ in

dates would be tested, if all goes
as planned, sometime in 1988,
leading to production beginning
in 1990.
Ultimately, however, agree»

ment between the services will

mean little without the funding

needed to get the program start-

ed. Cost estimates range from an

optimistic $500 million to as
high as $1 billion. At a time
when decit-reduction require-

ments pose severe constraints,

other progams will have to pay
the price.

The Marines might opt to use

some funding left over from
1987 for the service's assault

gun program, which has sought

to mount a light gun on the Light

Armored Vehicles (LAVS) pro-

duced by General Motors of Can~

ada. The Marines, however, are

not giving up on the LAV variant,

even though the program was
_

terminated by Gray‘s predeces-

sor, Gen. RX. Kelley, and in

spite of a general recognition
that Congress is unlikely to fund

both.


